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UN HRC FAINTING

AROUND MY
AXIS
-PRIYAL JAIN

Shook and terrified, I was slamming the doors around,
I couldn’t roll the tables over, while hearing those sounds,
Be it the BBC, or any radio channel,
All I could see was a discussion panel,
Except, I wasn’t someone really privileged,
Seeing the tantrums revolving around a blunt ledge
For I was no gem, shining as an embellished crystal,
Rather someone, who was being foraged, at a verge of some
civilian’s pistol,
For, I was the one bowing in front of the mosque white,
And also the one, who battles life for a smallfood’s bite
While drowning in this swampy plight indeed,
I became a propaganda, to add to the TRP, to satisfytheir greed,
Shedding tears and sweat, walking and dying inside,every day,
All I am calling for, is a shelter at a bay, but I am unheard
I wish, caring for people like us, could once be a‘political’ practice,
But they say, never mind, as I faint and twirl around my axis;
standing, again, unheard.
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AN ODE WITH
MISSING HUES
-PRIYAL JAIN

Hindered were I, shafting my life were I,
Worried,about the existence, whether they
were there.
I watched them silently, as they put over the
roofs out,
While,I was too close, just a call away,
At the frontline, they were the sepoys, veiled.
Their hands masked, tied were they,
A touch of their daughter, was fading away,
In my dreams, or prayers if they be,
That liquid’s drop, was unreal, I foraged all the
way through,
In my conscience, the ‘vaccine,’ was it called,
But to be true, my canvas, getting up dry,
For this ode, missed onto the hues.
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UNGA
ARE WE ENSURING THE
CONTRADICTION
TO OUR CONUNDRUMS?
-PRIYAL JAIN
Are the baffling political scenarios, our
only requisites? Or are we willing to
broaden our visions? Or are we fore seeing
nepotism, forging the mist all due? Priyal
Jain writes on the topic.

“Consequences of the
Pandemic.”
With all the pretentious absolvent status,
that the national realms ought to carry with
immense simplification, what we are all
missing onto is the complexity of all the
transitional certitudes. We are all descending
ourselves to the majors of economic recession,
but is that all? The argumentation begins
with the political authorities looking forward
to reserving their seats in the parliament,
but is that even probable, given the doubt of
fall of the human permanence?

Covid-19 has driven the
entire world in a way,
which is absurd yet
transparent.

The Covid-19 pandemic has brought
along, a paradigm of hues, curtailing
issues that have been veiled. Yet, they are
needed to be deliberated upon. While,
classing economy with the foremost
importance is fervid and resolute, being
ignorant about the Social Progress Index,
shall trigger the unaddressed wits
equallydetrimentally. This shall even be
classified as a path towards the
doomsday, yet of the Agenda 2030.
Pondering upon, the various problems
may seem it unforgeable, but the
roots of our existence, keep us enrooted,
to the soil we are supposed to
breathe onto.
The citizens, if awakened, can become the
ambassadors of dialogue and the network
of change. Working over the ideas
virtually, and delivering them on the
ground with utmost safety, of all at the
adherence - intention, expression and
incentive.
While to resonate, might sound, yet again
fumbled, but the linkage of lives shall be
the key.
Absolvent it shall be,

to observe the odds in
our favour.

UNSC

TO SKIP: AN EMOTION
OR AN ACTION?
-PRIYAL JAIN

To the world at par,..
Writing to you is a fellow heart, who tends to skip, the essence of lives;
the delivery of emotions; the worth of actions – a heartbeat, or to say,
my heartbeat. I am shattered, for, the entire world, that had to bloom, is
now to gloom. I am seeing the world drowning in the scars of grave
loss, those which are unbearable and are going uncounted;
undocumented.
But, I ask the dearest world at par, if this is the sanity of the humanity?
If hatred is the enrooted angel within our souls, or is baffled debate the
purpose of our hue? If yes, then it is the doomsday, inviting us with
opened arms, but if it is not, let us all scrap the invites off. They will
hurt.

The gene in my blood, runs at the border while the incentive of my life,
works at the patient hoarder, or if not, it may seem, making no sense,
but I feel, along the entirety of all those like me, we have a network of
emotion. Or if it is action. I say, we are all here to skip, either emotion
or action. But my fallacy is not at fault, the soil deprived of emotions
has no saturation of black, that which could foster growth. While the
permanence of us, the grandly devastated Homo sapiens, is to co-exist
with love, we are treading onto the paths of hate, standing
undiscovered.
To the world at par, you are obligated to hear me, know me, and
understand me, for I am feeble. For you are coward, for you are the
symbol of insanity. So, do not forget as I say, the purpose of both the
virus and the bullet is to achieve the blood, and the drop dripped once,
is not put back.
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LOCKDOWN, OVER AND
OUT: AN OPINION
-PRIYAL JACIN

Is taming the economic recession, the long lasting unemployment
crisis, the low capex, the weak consumer ship the entirety of
justification of opening the lockdown? Or is it for the need of practice?
Priyal Jain writes on the topic, “Discussing the process of opening the
lockdown and stabilizing the economy.”
Back in the times when the coronavirus surfaced as a pandemic, the
Indian economy was in the midst of a serious downturn. The sectors,
so mentioned, taken together, account for more than two-fifths of
India’s gross domestic product (GDP): manufacturing (16.4%), mining
(2.3%), construction (7.8%), trade, hotels & restaurants (11.8%), and
transport (4.9%), have been, on record shut down for the entirety of 21
days. This makes a room for the tragic reduction of 2.5% of the Indian
GDP over the time period of a year. The affirmative and correlated
plummet would be visual when these direct sectors would impact the
smaller background sectors through various missionary ways
However, easing the economic activities and unlocking the lockdown
shall be stringent for the Indian realm, as it emerges to face double
dilemma, to entertain an increase the case urve while enduring the fear
in the Indian psyches.
To come over this, is to invest trust and foster capability. To hinder
and render services at par, while protecting the resource at the
backhand, which can be assured only if, the networking between the
authorities and the citizens is not stringent rather robust. India, can be
successful, to say lockdown over and out, it is the mic of trust and the
tone of efforts that needs to be engineered.
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UN ECOSOC

QUESTIONING THE
QUINT ESSENTIALS

A press conference of the ECOSOC, by Priyal Jain

1. To the delegate of United States of America, The American President, respected Mr.
Trump, is classing down the People’s Republic of China as the engineer of the SarsCov
2, in a way or so, however, the intelligence agency of the United States have barred on
the statement. How do you think, would this self-contradiction impact your country’s
trade?
Answer:
The United States of America is lagging over any forms of economic upscale, since our
economy is suspected to affably lower down on a daily basis. Otherwise, talking about the
President of our country, Mr. Trump, as I believe, must be thinking of delivering the most
impeccable services and sophistications at the end of the American public. We are also
focusing on a lot of policies and
strategies in the same regard.
Follow Up: The world at par, is quite curious regarding the same policies the American
Parliament is planning to impose, given the major prominence of the United States in
the world trade. Could you please elaborate on the same?
Answer:
We ought to focus and deliver sophistications at the end of the disposals of various industries,
such as medical health and infrastructure, trade, economy and development.
2.
To the delegate of India, Out of all the prominent countries at the global stake,
India seems to be at a later rest when we discuss the economic recessions, since
various European countries are planning to transit their manufacturing units from the
PRC to India. In such a manner, do you think this would hasten the process of India
achieving the target of 5 trillion dollars economy?
Answer:
Yes, the delegate of India completely believes and agrees to the certitude of the probable
chance of us witnessing the Indian Economy and trade route making a makeshift in the
upscale over the global standards and achieving the target of 5 trillion dollar economy as
various European countries contemplate their interests in India while they plan to boycott
China.
3.
To the delegate of France, given the alliance of China along with France in the
constructional development of the BSL-4 Lab in Wuhan, from where the novel
coronavirus is suspected to leak, it is evident that the French Republic might witness a
degradation in the pharmaceutical, medical infrastructure and healthcare based trade
services, which are an immense contributor to the French GDP. So, how does the
government plan to contain the same?
Answer:
The country is giving it utmost consideration and might plan a few action policies
with respect to the same argument.

1.
To the delegate of the United States of America again, it is evident that the
Merchandise Trade, in which the United States is very much involved is to plummet by
13-32% on the global scale. Given the prominence of the American stake in this
reference, how do you plan to contain the same drastic plummeting?
Answer:
The country is thinking about the formulation of such policies.
2.
To the delegate of India, given the Indo-Sino tensions, it is expected that the
defence expenditure shall be increased, which can impact the local, regional, national,
and the international trade chains. What are your views on the same?
Answer:
Yes, at this crucial hour, it is very necessary to safeguard the international
demarcations and our defence forces therefore the defence funds shall be more
provisional. However, the situations within the territory shall be mended accordingly.
Follow up: Since you plan to direct the funds to the defence, so, would that not worsen
the already spoiled situation of the migrant workers in your national regions?
Answer:
As the Supreme Court of the India has already ordered the travel of the migrant
workers back at their homes within 21 days, therefore the government is taking both
necessary and strict actions in the same regard.
Follow up: Okay delegate, then if you are planning to shift the migrant workers to their
homeland, don’t you think that there wouldn’t be enough force to work in the
manufacturing units of various factories and industries. Would that not impact the
trade at par?
Answer:
I agree to the fact that a lot of migrant workers might feel scared to return to the cities but, a
lot of villagers do not have lands for agriculture therefore they will come back to earn their
bellies. Therefore, the trade will be impacted but will not be devastated.
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